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Abstract—Maximal clique enumeration (MCE) is a fundamental problem in graph theory and is used in many applications, such as
social network analysis, bioinformatics, intelligent agent systems, cyber security, etc. Most existing MCE algorithms focus on improving
the efficiency rather than reducing the output size. The output unfortunately could consist of a large number of maximal cliques. In this
paper, we study how to report a summary of less overlapping maximal cliques. The problem was studied before, however, after
examining the pioneer approach, we consider it still not satisfactory. To advance the research along this line, our paper attempts to
make four contributions: (a) we propose a more effective sampling strategy, which produces a much smaller summary but still ensures
that the summary can somehow witness all the maximal cliques and the expectation of each maximal clique witnessed by the summary
is above a predefined threshold; (b) we prove that the sampling strategy is optimal under certain optimality conditions; (c) we apply
clique-size bounding and design new enumeration order to approach the optimality conditions; and (d) to verify experimentally, we test
eight real benchmark datasets that have a variety of graph characteristics. The results show that our new sampling strategy
consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art approach by producing smaller summaries and running faster on all the datasets.
Index Terms—maximal clique, clique summary, clique enumeration, clique sampling
F
1 INTRODUCTION
A Clique C is a complete subgraph of an undirectedgraph G(V,E), which means that each pair of nodes in
C have an edge between them. A maximal clique is a clique
which is not a subgraph of any other clique. The procedure of
enumerating all maximal cliques in a graph is called Maximal
Clique Enumeration (MCE).
MCE has a range of applications in different fields, such
as discovering communities in social networks [1], identify-
ing co-expressed genes [2], detecting protein-protein interaction
complexes [3], supporting the construction of intelligent agent
systems [4] and recognizing emergent patterns in terrorist net-
works [5].
There are a sufficient number of works [6]–[12] focusing on
improving the efficiency of MCE, which is considered as having
exponential time. This is probably because the number of cliques
in a graph is always very large. A graph with less than 106 vertices
and 7× 106 edges can have more than 107 maximal cliques [13].
Counting the number of maximal cliques in a general graph is
considered to be #P-complete [14]. This means that the output
of any MCE procedure is hard to be used by some other post
applications. Fortunately, there typically exist a lot of overlaps
between different cliques. This motivates us to consider reporting
a summary set of all maximal cliques which has less overlap but
can somehow represent all the cliques.
Wang et al. [13] introduced the concept of τ -visible summary,
a set of maximal cliques, which promises that every maximal
clique in graph G can be covered by at least one maximal clique
in the summary with a ratio of at least τ . Here, τ is given by
a user and reflects the user’s tolerance of overlap. For example,
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a summary with τ = 0.8 ensures that any maximal clique can
have at least 80% nodes covered by some clique in the summary.
This summary model is interesting, e.g., in the marketing domain,
if a certain percentage of users in a clique community has been
covered, we expect that the covered users will spread a message
across the community. Consequently, finding fewer communities
as targets due to marketing cost while still ensuring a broad final
user coverage is very desirable. The work [13] modified the depth-
first MCE [15] by adding a sampling function that determines
whether a new clique enumeration sub-procedure should be en-
tered. It was proved that the expected visibility of such a sampled
summary is larger than τ .
However, expected τ -visible summaries are not unique. Ap-
parently, as long as a summary is τ -visible, the more concise the
summary is, the better the summary is. Hence three questions arise
naturally in sequence:
• Is there any sampling strategy that can find a better
(smaller) expected τ -visible summary?
• What kind of sampling strategy is optimal?
• If achieving the optimal is difficult or impossible, how can
we provide the best effort?
We will tackle these three questions in this paper. Our main
contributions are summarized as follows:
• We introduce a new sampling strategy to help to identify
expected τ -visible maximal clique summary. We prove
that the new sampling strategy guarantees a better per-
formance than the state-of-the-art method in terms of
producing a smaller summary while still meeting threshold
τ .
• We give a theoretical analysis that the sampling can be
optimal under certain conditions, which substantiates good
performance of the proposed sampling strategy in practice.
Future investigations could also be directed by exploring
how to approximate the optimal conditions.
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2• We show that the sampling approach can get close to op-
timal with clique size bounding and enumeration ordering
strategies. Then we propose truss ordering and truss bound
respectively to further improve the performance of our
sampling strategy.
• We conduct experimental studies to verify the superiority
of the new sampling method as well as our newly designed
truss order and truss bound in terms of both effectiveness
and efficiency on eight real-world datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review the definition of τ -visible summary and an existing sam-
pling approach. In Section 3, we give our motivation, introduce a
novel sampling function and prove its superiority. The conditions
of optimality are analyzed in Section 4. We propose truss vertex
order and truss bound to practically instantiate optimality condi-
tions in Section 5. Extensive experiments are conducted in Section
6 for evaluation. Related work and conclusion are in Section 7 and
Section 8.
2 τ -VISIBLE SUMMARY
A clique refers to a complete subgraph of an undirected graph
G(V,E). A clique C is maximal if it is not contained by any
other clique. When the context is clear, we also use C to denote
the node set of a maximal clique. Given the set of all maximal
cliques in graph G, denoted as M(G), a summary S is a subset
ofM(G) which means S ⊆M(G). To measure to what extent a
summary can witness a clique, visibility is defined in [13], restated
as Definitions 1 and 2. We then introduce expected visibility in
Definitions 3 and 4.
Definition 1 (Visibility). Given a summary S , the visibility VS :
M(G)→ [0, 1] of a maximal clique C is defined as:
VS(C) = max
C′∈S
|C ∩ C ′|
|C| (1)
Note that C ′ is allowed to be the same as C . This means that
if C ∈ S , C’s visibility with respect to S is 1. In other words, if
C ∈ S , the summary S can completely witness C .
Definition 2 (τ -Visible Summary). A summary S is called τ -
visible iff ∀C ∈M(G),
VS(C) ≥ τ (2)
Rather than the exact τ -visible summary defined above, our
work looks for an expected τ -visible summary. Before we give
the formal definition of expected τ -visible summary, we explain
what the term expected means intuitively. Since the number of
maximal cliques is likely to be exponential, it is infeasible to firstly
compute all the cliques and then decide the summary. Instead, it
is more practical to decide on the way while enumerating, i.e.,
try to make a decision whether to keep/discard a new clique or
keep/discard with a probability, when the clique is found. To be
more active, a decision can be made on whether to enter each
enumeration branch with some probability. This means that each
maximal clique has a probability Pr[C ∈ S] to be included in S
and a corresponding probability Pr[C /∈ S] = 1 − Pr[C ∈ S]
to be discarded. For a clique C , if it is selected to be included into
S , the visibility of it should be 1, since it is witnessed by itself;
otherwise this value is VS(C), which stays unknown before S is
finalized. Given the above discussion of visibility, we can have the
mathematical expectation of VS(C) in Definition 3:
Definition 3 (Expected Visibility). The expected visibility of a
clique C with regards to a summary S , E[VS(C)], is defined as
E[VS(C)] , 1 · Pr[C ∈ S] + VS(C) · Pr[C /∈ S] (3)
One may question that, before S is finally known, VS(C) is
unavailable to Formula (3), since this value relies on a materializa-
tion of S . However, we need to point out that, such a VS(C) does
exist albeit it is hard to know its value early. We will see under
which conditions VS(C) can be calculated without S is known in
Section 4. Currently, we only need a lower bound of it since we
want to make sure the lower bound is sufficiently large, so that
the expectation of VS(C) is larger than a user-given threshold,
implying that we want to find a summary with good visibility
expectation guarantee. Definition 4 defines this case:
Definition 4 (Expected τ -Visible Summary). A summary S is
called expected τ -visible iff ∀C ∈M(G),
E[VS(C)] ≥ τ (4)
where τ ∈ [0, 1] is a given threshold.
In this paper, we focus on developing theories and algo-
rithms for finding a good expected τ -visible summary. The
key issue that we are going to address is how to keep/discard
the enumeration branches to ensure the final found cliques can
form a summary which is τ -visible and of a small size. Note that
in an expected τ -visible summary, there may exist a clique which
cannot be covered by any other clique in the summary with a factor
more than the extent of τ . However, we still aim for expected
visibility rather than exact visibility, because (1) visibility itself
has already meant that the summary is an approximation, hence
there may be less gain to enforce exact visibility; (2) the basic
MCE algorithm (BK-MCE) which we will introduce in Section 2.1
is a depth-first search approach. For expected visibility semantics,
the great pruning power of a sampling approach can terminate
search subtrees as early as possible so that the exponential search
space can be reduced significantly and the summary is promised
to be concise with a sufficient quality guarantee. An algorithm
serving for exact visibility has to decide whether a search subtree
can be discarded at a relatively late stage, thus slows down the
running time.
Next, we start with introducing an existing depth-first MCE
procedure [15] for maximal clique enumeration in Section 2.1,
and then explain how it can be modified to find an expected τ -
visible summary by the state-of-the-art work [13] in Section 2.2.
Important notations are listed in Table 1.
2.1 Maximal Clique Enumeration
BK-MCE algorithm [15] (Algorithm 1) is a backtracking ap-
proach, which recursively calls procedure ProcMCE to grow the
current partial clique by adding a new node from the candidate set
until a maximal clique is found. Here we denote all the neighbor
nodes of node v by N (v). C is the current partial clique or
configuration, which is still growing. T and D are candidate
sets whose elements are common neighbors of C , while D only
contains nodes which have been contained by some earlier output
maximal cliques grown from the current C . Algorithm 1 takes
graph G(V,E) as input and outputs all the maximal cliques in
G. Initially it calls procedure ProcMCE(∅, V, ∅) (line 1). Then
ProcMCE will be called recursively (line 10) until M(G) is
generated. At every recursive stage ProcMCE will first check
3TABLE 1: Notations
Notation Meaning
G(V,E) the graph G with vertex set V and edge set E
GT the induced graph of vertex set T on graph G
C a maximal clique
M(G) the set of all maximal cliques in graph G
S a summary, which is a subset of M(G)
VS(C) the visibility of maximal clique C w.r.t. summary S
E[VS(C)] the expectation of visibility VS(C)
τ the user-specified threshold
N (v) the neighbor node set of node v
T the candidate set in BK-MCE algorithm
D the candidate set whose elements should not be
touched in BK-MCE algorithm
vp the pivot in BK-MCE algorithm
r the local visibility, refers to Formula (5)
l the upper bound of the size of a maximal clique
r the lower bound of local visibility
s(r) the sampling function used in [13]
sopt(r) the conditional optimal sampling function
T a search subtree
T,H,C truss bound (T), H bound (H) and core bound (C)
U, I,R truss order (U), degeneracy order (I) and random
order (R)
whether T = ∅ and D = ∅ (line 3). If so, it means that there is
no candidate node left, and therefore the current C is output as a
maximal clique (line 4). If not, generally speaking, it will remove
an arbitrary node v from T and add it into C . Then it recursively
calls procedure ProcMCE(C ∪ {v}, T ∩ N (v), D ∩ N (v)).
Here, T ∩ N (v) is the refined T by deleting all nodes which are
not neighbors of v, and the same for D ∩ N (v). It ensures that
every node in T or D is a common neighbor of the current C .
Finally, since v is sure to be contained by some future cliques
grown from C , v is added into D (lines 8-12). Note that a pivot
vp is chosen for avoiding some branches which will generate the
same maximal clique (line 6). This is because, from the current
configuration, a maximal clique containing v which is a neighbor
of vp, can be grown either from vp or u. u is a neighbor of v but
not of vp.
2.2 Summarization by Sampling
Let us first ignore sampling and consider a deterministic enumer-
ation that can find a τ -visible summary: recall that BK-MCE is
a depth-first algorithm, it outputs M(G) in such an order that
two maximal cliques share a large portion of common nodes if
they are produced next to each other. We denote this property as
locality. Let C ′ be the last generated maximal clique which has
been added into summary S , when a new clique C is generated,
we can compare it with C ′, rather than with every clique in S , to
compute a local visibility r (Formula (5)). If r ≥ τ , discard C;
otherwise, keep C . Such a deterministic strategy will guarantee to
produce a τ -visible summary.
r =
|C ∩ C ′|
|C| (5)
However, it will be desirable if we can discard a whole search
branch with good confidence when we find that the branch has
significant overlap with the last found clique C ′. This leads to the
Algorithm 1 BK-Maximal Clique Enumeration
Input: Graph G(V,E);
Output: M(G);
1: Call ProcMCE(∅, V, ∅)
2: procedure ProcMCE(C, T,D)
3: if T = ∅ and D = ∅ then
4: Output C as a maximal clique; return
5: end if
6: Choose a pivot vertex vp from (T ∪D);
7: T ′ ← T\N (vp);
8: for each v ∈ T ′ do
9: Call ProcMCE(C ∪ {v}, T ∩N (v), D ∩N (v));
10: T ← T\{v};
11: D ← D ∪ {v};
12: end for
13: end procedure
idea of deliberately pruning some recursive sub-procedures with
some probability - let us call it sampling. Meanwhile, we must
guarantee that the summary should have the expected visibility
E[VS(C)] ≥ τ, ∀C ∈M(G).
Details about invoking a sampling method to give an expected
τ -visible summary are shown in Algorithm 2. The key idea is to
execute a sampling operation (line 8) to determine whether this
current new branch T should be grown or not before entering
a new procedure ProcMCE(C, T,D) (line 13). In line 7, l
denotes an upper bound of the size of the next maximal clique
C and r denotes a lower bound of the local visibility r. As we
have not found C , i.e., l(= |C|) and r are unknown, we can
only estimate l and r. The sampling probability function l
√
s(r)
is designed to be a function of l and r. The work in [13] chose the
probability function s() to be:
s(r) =
(1− r)(2− τ)
(2− r − τ) (6)
and proved that applying s(r) in Algorithm 2 can produce a sum-
mary with the expected visibility E[VS(C)] ≥ τ, ∀C ∈ M(G).
Due to the space limit, we briefly introduce the rationale of l
√
s(r).
From Formula (6), s(r) is a decreasing function with range [0,1].
This means when we find the estimated r becoming larger, the
probability of keeping the current search branch becomes smaller.
When l is estimated larger, this implies that we will call the
recursion more times, hence the probability of keeping the current
search branch is made larger. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 follow
the clique enumeration paradigm, so the time complexities of
them are both bounded by O(3|V |/3) because a |V |-vertex graph
has at most 3|V |/3 maximal cliques [16]. Algorithm 2 should
be practically faster due to early prunings, but has the same
complexity in the worst case when τ = 1.
3 A NEW SAMPLING FUNCTION
Expected τ -visible summaries are not unique. Apparently, the
more concise (smaller) a summary is, the better the summary is.
Three questions arise naturally:
(1) Are there any better sampling strategies?
(2) What kind of sampling strategy is optimal?
(3) If finding the optimal is difficult, how can we provide the
best effort?
4Algorithm 2 Summarization by Sampling
Input: Graph G(V,E), threshold τ ;
Output: An expected τ -visible summary S;
1: S ← ∅, C ′ ← ∅;
2: Call ProcRMCE(∅, V, ∅).
3: procedure ProcRMCE(C, T,D)
4: if T = ∅ and D = ∅ then
5: include C in S; C ′ ← C; return
6: end if
7: Calculate l and r;
8: Keep the branch T with probability l√s(r);
9: if the branch T is kept then
10: Choose a pivot vertex vp from (T ∪D);
11: T ′ ← T\N (vp);
12: for each v ∈ T ′ do
13: Call ProcRMCE(C ∪ {v}, T ∩N (v), D ∩N (v));
14: T ← T\{v};
15: D ← D ∪ {v};
16: end for
17: end if
18: end procedure
We will address question (1) in this section and discuss questions
(2) and (3) in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. In Section 3.1,
we give our idea why we consider there should exist a better
sampling function, then we introduce the new sampling function
and prove its superiority in Section 3.2.
3.1 Intuition
Our new sampling strategy is based on the following two observa-
tions:
Observation 1: In Formula (6), when r ∈ (τ, 1), we always
have s(r) > 0. This means even if we know the newly generated
clique is τ -visible with respect to the current S , there is still a
positive probability to add it into the summary. Thus S will be
more redundant because of these unnecessary cliques. A better
strategy is to set s(r) = 0 in such cases, which means not to add
these cliques at all.
Observation 2: In Formula (6), when r = 0, we have
s(r) = 1. This means once we find a maximal clique whose
nodes are totally new to the current summary, we add it into
S without hesitation. This seems reasonable, however, there is
still some possibility for this brand new clique to be covered by
some future cliques. Moreover, considering we are looking for an
expected τ -visible summary, which means that we have the option
not to include a brand new clique as long as the final summary
is expected τ -visible. In other words, it is safe to add the brand
new clique with certain probabilities. Cases where r is in (0, τ)
are similar.
3.2 Sampling Function sopt(r)
Following the observations in Section 3.1, we give a new sampling
function sopt(r) in Formula (7).
sopt(r) =
{
τ−r
1−r , if r ∈ [0, τ).
0 , if r ∈ [τ, 1]. (7)
The sampling function sopt(r) implies: if r ∈ [τ, 1], discard the
current search branch; otherwise, keep the current search branch
with probability τ−r1−r . The rationale of setting
τ−r
1−r will be shown
in Theorem 2.
Next, we prove that compared with s(r), sopt(r) is a better
function. This means that we need to prove: (1) sopt(r) samples
with a lower probability (in Theorem 1); and (2) sopt(r) can
produce an expected τ -visible summary (in Theorem 2).
Theorem 1. sopt(r) samples with a low probability than s(r), i.e.
sopt(r) ≤ s(r), ∀r ∈ [0, 1] (8)
The equation holds iff r = 1.
Proof. We show that this inequality holds when r ∈ [0, τ) and
r ∈ [τ, 1] separately:
- if r ∈ [τ, 1], we have sopt(r) = 0 and s(r) ≥ 0, it is clear
that this inequality is satisfied, and the equation holds only
when r = 1 (corresponding to s(r) = 0).
- if r ∈ [0, τ), since τ ∈ [0, 1] and r 6= 1, we have
s(r)− sopt(r) = (1− r)(2− τ)
(2− r − τ) −
τ − r
1− r
=
(1− r)2(2− τ)− (2− r − τ)(τ − r)
(2− r − τ)(1− r)
=
(1− τ)((1− r)2 + (1− τ))
(2− r − τ)(1− r)
> 0
(9)
Combining these two cases, we complete this proof.
While Theorem 1 promises us a more concise summary S , we
have to prove that this S is indeed expected τ -visible:
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2, with sampling function sopt(r), can
produce an expected τ -visible summary .
Proof. First, we give the probability for a maximal clique C being
added into S . Then we calculate the expected visibility E[VS(C)]
and show it is no less than τ .
Recall that every time before Algorithm 2 starts a new search
subtree Ti, line 7 will compute a new pair of l and r. We denote
them by li and ri, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k and k = |C| is the size of this
maximal clique to be grown. Since every li is an upper bound of k
and every ri is a lower bound of r, together with the monotonicity
of sopt(r), we have
Pr[C ∈ S] = Π
1≤i≤k
Pr[Ti is kept]
= Π
1≤i≤k
li
√
sopt(ri)
≥ Π
1≤i≤k
k
√
sopt(r)
= sopt(r)
(10)
If C is not included in S , its visibility VS(C) should be no
less than the local visibility r; if C is included in S , VS(C) = 1.
Now we can calculate the expectation of VS(C):
E[VS(C)] ≥ 1 · Pr[C ∈ S] + r · Pr[C /∈ S]
≥ sopt(r) + r · (1− sopt(r)) (11)
We show two cases where r ∈ [0, τ) and r ∈ [τ, 1] separately:
- if r ∈ [τ, 1], E[VS(C)] ≥ 0 + r · (1− 0) = r ≥ τ .
- if r ∈ [0, τ), E[VS(C)] ≥ τ−r1−r + r · (1− τ−r1−r ) = τ .
5Combining these two cases, we complete this proof.
Summary: Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 jointly show that
sopt(r) is a valid sampling function and is better than s(r).
4 OPTIMALITY
In this section, for the purpose of analyzing the optimality of the
sampling function, we show what kinds of conditions should be
satisfied. We prove the optimality of sopt(r) under such conditions
and further explain why the performance of sopt(r) is good even
without the conditions being fully satisfied.
4.1 Conditions for Optimality Analysis
Since we can find a better sampling function sopt(r), another
question comes out naturally: with the restriction of expected τ -
visibility, does an optimal sampling function (even better than
sopt(r)) with the smallest probability exist?
In the proof of Theorem 2, we can only prove the expectation
E[VS(C)] ≥ τ . Intuitively, the smaller the sampling probability
is, the smaller the expectation is. It is hard to determine whether
a sampling function is optimal because of lacking information on
how loose the inequality is. If we intend to analyze the optimality
of any function, we need to tighten this inequality to be an
equation first. Now we show under what conditions the theoretical
analysis of optimality can be feasible.
In the proof of Theorem 2, we amplify E[VS(C)] two times:
The first inequality sign of Formula (11) is derived from
Formula (10). Algorithm 2 implements the sampling operation in
each recursive procedure using the probability li
√
sopt(ri). Since
li and ri are upper bound and lower bound of k and r respectively,
we have li
√
sopt(ri) ≥ k
√
sopt(r), thus Pr[C ∈ S] ≥ sopt(r).
Now we have two approaches to eliminate this inequality. The
first approach is that if we want to analyze the property of the
sampling function itself, we need to set the other factors ideal.
This means if we do not care about the details of how to calculate
li, we can assume that this upper bound is ideal, so we have
li = l, and the same for ri. Note this hypothesis is made only
for the purpose of analyzing the function theoretically, not for
implementing Algorithm 2 in practice. With this assumption, we
have Pr[C ∈ S] = sopt(r). The second approach is to modify
the sampling procedure. Now let us sample using the probability
sopt(r) only after a complete maximal clique is generated, rather
than sample each time a new node is grown. If so, it is obvious
that Pr[C ∈ S] = sopt(r). One may argue that it is meaningless
to do sampling once a maximal clique is found. It is true that if
we add every clique whose r is no more than τ into summary,
this summary is strictly τ -visible. However, as we explained in
Section 3, this would introduce more redundancy to S . In some
applications, we only need this summary to be expected τ -visible,
so this one-step sampling procedure is significant to give such a
concise S .
The second inequality sign of Formula (11) is from the
definition of r. Due to the locality of Algorithm 2, we use r to
replace the real visibility which should be no less than r. Now
we need to make the assumption that such locality is sufficiently
strong (by which we mean that two similar cliques should be
produced consecutively), so that r is indeed the visibility defined
in Formula (1). In practice, we do not need to enforce such strong
locality to implement Algorithm 2. We introduce this hypothesis
only for the theoretical consideration, which means, we only need
this assumption to construct a framework under which we can
analyze the optimality of sampling functions. Once this hypothesis
is made, the second inequality becomes an equation.
Now we can modify Formula (11) to be an equation:
E[VS(C)] = sopt(r) + r · (1− sopt(r)) (12)
if the following two conditions are satisfied:
- The bounds of l and r are ideal, or we only do sampling
each time when a full maximal clique is generated.
- The property of locality is strong for r to be the real
visibility.
4.2 Optimality of sopt(r)
In this paper, we define the optimality of the sampling function as
follows. Given the r value of clique C , sampling this clique with
the lowest probability while still promising τ -visibility. Now we
can analyze the optimality of sopt(r) in the framework introduced
in Section 4.1.
Theorem 3. If the two conditions in Section 4.1 are satisfied,
sopt(r) is optimal for Algorithm 2.
Proof. We show that if there exists a sampling function s′(r),
such that ∀r ∈ [0, 1], s′(r) ≤ sopt(r) and for at least one point
r0 there is s′(r0) < sopt(r0), such a function cannot be used to
generate an expected τ -visible summary.
Note sopt(r) = 0 when r ∈ [τ, 1], r0 cannot be in this range,
since a valid probability should be nonnegative. So we have r0 ∈
[0, τ), and
E[VS(C)]|r0 = s′(r0) + r0 · (1− s′(r0))
< sopt(r0) + r0 · (1− sopt(r0))
=
τ − r0
1− r0 + r0 · (1−
τ − r0
1− r0 )
= τ
(13)
This means that the summary generated by s′(r) cannot be
expected τ -visible.
Theorem 3 is a conditional theoretical guarantee for the opti-
mality of sopt(r). Note even if in general cases these two strong
conditions are not fully satisfied, Theorem 3 is still useful for the
practical implementation of Algorithm 2. That means if the bounds
l and r are well estimated and the property of locality is strong,
the inequalities in Formula (11) can be very tight. In such cases,
sopt(r) can still show good performance.
One may concern that it is not clear to what extent we can
achieve the good performance of sopt(r) in practice by (1) tight-
ening bounds; (2) strengthening the locality. In the next section,
we address the first concern by reviewing two existing bounds and
proposing a new one which outperforms the other two by large
margins. For the second concern, we show that stronger locality
can be achieved by reordering vertices carefully. We will review
an existing vertex order and design a new better one.
5 BOUNDS AND LOCALITY
In this section, we show how to approach good performance of the
new sampling strategy by tightening bounds (Section 5.1) and by
reordering vertices (Section 5.2).
65.1 Bound Analysis
The first inequality of (11) is derived from bound estimation. Note
that Formula (14) we use to calculate the lower bound r is the
same as that introduced in [13]:
r = min
1≤t≤d
|C ∩ C ′|+ max{t− yt, 0}
|C|+ t (14)
where C ′ is the previous maximal clique added into S; t is the
number of vertices to be used for growing the partial configuration
C into a full maximal clique; d, which satisfies l = |C| + d, is
the upper bound of t; and given yt out of the t vertices are not
covered by C ′, yt is an upper bound of yt. Formula (14) can be
understood in this way: suppose we know that the current partial
configuration C still needs t vertices to grow into a full maximal
clique P , then the dominator |C| + t is the size of P . Since yt
means that at most yt out of t vertices in P\C are not contained
by C ′, this means that at least t − yt are covered by C ′. Thus
max{t− yt, 0} is a lower bound of the size of (P\C)∩C ′. (The
max operator is inserted here because depending on the estimation
method of yt, t − yt may be negative.) Now we see that the
two parts of the numerator are |C ∩ C ′| and a lower bound of
|(P\C) ∩ C ′| respectively, thus the sum is a lower bound of
|P ∩ C ′|. Combining the discussions above, the whole fraction
is the very lower bound of r ≡ |P ∩ C ′|/|P |. Since we lack
information of the exact value of t, we have to enumerate all
possible t in [0, d] and choose the minimum as the lower bound.
yt can be estimated as |T\C ′|, or simply the value of t, or the
number of vertices in T\C ′ whose degrees are at least t − 1
(because these yt vertices should be contained by a t-clique). We
see here the upper bound d ( = l − |C|, where |C| is known) is
used to estimate r, and the fraction after the min1≤t≤d operator
has nothing related to d (because it is calculated after t is given),
so the quality of r is determined by the tightness of d (or l). Thus
in the following, we focus on estimating d.
One valid and tight bound of d is the size of the maximum
clique in candidate set T , however, finding such a maximum clique
itself is a clique enumeration problem which is of exponential
time. As a result, we should consider realistic bounds instead. In
the following, we review two bounds that were discussed in the
previous work [13], then we propose a new one to further improve
the effectiveness of sopt(r).
Let GT be the induced graph of the candidate set T on graph
G, then two existing upper bounds of d are:
- H bound, denoted by dh, is the maximum h so that there
exist at least h vertices in GT whose degrees are no less
than h− 1. The maximum clique size can be bounded by
h because if there exists a k-clique, there should also exist
at least k vertices in GT whose degrees are no less than
k − 1. Therefore h ≥ k holds for all possible k-cliques,
including the maximum clique.
- Core bound, denoted by dcore = Core(GT ) + 1, where
Core(GT ) denotes the maximum core number inGT . We
now review the definition of k-core [17] and core number
first.
Definition 5 (k-core). The k-core of a graph G is the largest
induced subgraph in which the degree of each vertex is at least k.
Definition 6 (Core Number). The core number of graph G,
denoted as Core(G), is the largest k such that a k-core is
contained in G.
The core number can serve as an upper bound because k-core
is weaker than k-clique: a k-clique must be a (k-1)-core, while a
(k-1)-core may not be a k-clique. Thus Core(GT ) + 1 will be
no less than the maximum clique size in GT . Now we define our
newly proposed bound.
Definition 7 (Truss bound). Truss bound, denoted by dtruss, is
the maximum truss number Truss(GT ) in GT .
Now we review the definition of k-truss and truss number, and
then explain why maximum truss number Truss(GT ) is valid for
the upper bound d.
Definition 8 (k-truss). The k-truss of a graph G is the largest
induced subgraph in which each edge must be part of k − 2
triangles in this subgraph.
Definition 9 (Truss Number). The truss number of graph G,
denoted as Truss(G), is the largest k such that a k-truss is
contained in G.
dtruss is a upper bound of the size of maximum clique. This
is because a k-clique with the maximum k is also a k-truss since
each edge in a k-clique is strictly contained by k − 2 triangles.
Thus the truss number cannot be less than the maximum clique
size k.
These three bounds satisfy the following inequality:
dh ≥ dcore ≥ dtruss (15)
The first inequality holds because H bound does not enforce the
h vertices to be connected, while core bound does. The second
inequality comes from the fact that a k-truss must be a (k −
1)-core. This is because the endpoints of each edge e should be
incident to no less than k − 1 edges (including e itself) since e is
guaranteed to be involved in at least k − 2 triangles.
The cost of evaluating these bounds are:
dh : O(VT ); dcore : O(ET ); dtruss : O(E
1.5
T ) (16)
where VT and ET are vertex set and edge set of the induced
graph GT respectively. The induced graph GT can be constructed
when selecting the pivot thus its construction does not incur an
extra cost. For dh, when constructing GT , we can maintain a VT -
length array to record the number of vertices at each degree value.
This can be done in O(VT ). Then the H-value can be found
by scanning this array from tail (where the numbers of vertices
with higher degree values are stored) to head (where the numbers
of vertices with lower degree values are stored) until h vertices
whose degrees are no less than h − 1 are found. This step is
also in O(VT ). For dcore, an O(ET ) core decomposition [18]
is needed after GT is found. For dtruss, the truss decomposition
takes O(E1.5T ) to find the maximum truss number [19].
We see that the truss bound is the tightest one among all
of the three, and therefore it promises the best performance in
terms of effectiveness. The intrinsic is the fact that the structure
of truss is more compact (or cohesive) than the other two. (This
property of compactness can also be used to design vertex orders
to enhance the locality. We will give a detailed discussion soon
in Section 5.2.) Users may have their own preferences to balance
the running time and summary size. Thus which bound to select
depends on to what extent the effectiveness can be improved by
sacrificing the efficiency. In Section 6, we conduct experimental
studies to compare the practical performance of different bounds
in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
75.2 Locality Analysis
Strong locality implies that two similar cliques should be produced
consecutively. This means, for a new clique C , the local visibility
computed with the previous output clique C ′ should be close
to the global visibility which is computed with the most similar
clique to C in the summary. However, such a condition is difficult
to meet. Reflected in practice, one typical implementation is the
vertex order we should follow to grow the current partial clique.
An effective vertex order with strong locality should have such a
property that each candidate set T of the current configuration
C has a sufficiently compact structure. Here, by compact (or
cohesive) we mean that the nodes of a candidate set are well-
connected with each other such that cliques in this set have a
higher probability to overlap.
One question arises: in the outer recursion level of BK-MCE,
since the neighbor setN (v) of the only vertex v in the current par-
tial clique C={v} is uniquely determined by the graph G(V,E),
why we still expect a particular structure in the candidate set of
{v}? The answer is that if we implement a fixed vertex order to
grow cliques, when we include v into C , all the neighbors of v
which precede it in the order can be safely moved into set D. The
key point is that the difference betweenN (v) and the candidate set
of {v} is determined by the particular order we choose, thus leaves
us the very opportunity to reshape the structure of the candidate
set. The same holds for each level of the recursion.
Now we see that strong locality can be achieved by reordering
vertices. In the following, we explain why degeneracy order can be
employed to achieve this goal even if the initial purpose of it is to
bound time complexity of the BK-MCE [12]. Then we propose a
novel truss order based on truss decomposition to further enhance
locality. Now we begin with the definition of degeneracy.
Definition 10 (Degeneracy). Given a graph G(V,E), the degen-
eracy of G is the smallest value d, such that every subgraph of G
contains a vertex whose degree is no more than d.
Degeneracy is naturally related to a special vertex order below.
Definition 11 (Degeneracy Order). The vertices of a d-degeneracy
graph have a degeneracy order, in which each vertex v has only d
or fewer neighbors after itself.
Degeneracy order can be formed by repeatedly deleting the
minimum degree vertex with all its edges on the current subgraph.
Note this actually is the core decomposition procedure [18], thus
this order sorts vertices by core number from low to high.
The reason why this order can be used to enhance locality
is straightforward. We explain it by focusing on this particular
scene during MCE procedure that a vertex v is being moved from
candidate set T to partial clique C . This v and all vertices of
G that are reordered after v in the degeneracy order induce a
subgraph G′. By the construction of degeneracy order, we know
v is the minimum degree vertex in G′, which is denoted by d(v),
thus G′ is a d(v)-core. Since the candidate set T is a subset of G′,
we reach the conclusion that T is contained by a d(v)-core, which
is our desirable compact structure with strong locality. Although
existing works [12] [10] studied using degeneracy to speed up
MCE in the aspect of running time, to our best knowledge, our
work is the first to exploit degeneracy order to strengthen the
locality for the purpose of reducing overlapping cliques.
To further enhance the locality, we notice that the key of
locality is to guarantee the candidate set T to be contained by a
compact structure, e.g., k-core. Hence if we can find a novel vertex
order that has a stronger guarantee, e.g., T is covered by a k-truss,
then we can foresee that the performance in terms of effectiveness
will outperform that of degeneracy order. Following this intuition,
we carefully inspect the relationship between core decomposition
and degeneracy order, and find that such a relationship also applies
to the truss decomposition and a new vertex order (truss order).
Definition 12 (Truss Order). Vertices sorted by truss order satisfy
such a property: if k is the maximum value that there exists a k-
truss containing vertex v, then all the vertices reordered after v
should also be contained by the same k-truss.
Truss order can be formed during the procedure of truss de-
composition. We firstly delete the edge (u, v) which is contained
by the least number of triangles (this number is denoted by the
support of an edge). After (u, v) is removed, the supports of
all edges whose endpoints contain u or v decrease by 1. The
procedure repeats until all the edges are removed. Then the order
that vertices are peeled off from G is a valid truss order. This
is because the order sorts each vertex by the maximum value
of k that there exists a k-truss containing it. The same analysis
why degeneracy order enhances locality applies to truss order: by
Definition 12, the candidate set T is guaranteed to be contained
by a k-truss.
Since what we desire is a compact structure of candidate set,
k-truss is apparently more favorable than k-core. We will report
experimental results in Section 6 to compare the performance of
these two vertex orders with random order as a baseline in terms
of both effectiveness and efficiency.
6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we look into three research questions by experi-
ments. (1) To what extent the summary size and running time can
be reduced by τ -R+MCE vs. τ -RMCE? (2) To what extent the
effectiveness of τ -R+MCE can be further improved by our newly
proposed truss order and truss bound? (3) To what extent our
newly designed truss order and bound affect the efficiency (both
running time and memory requirement)? For short, we denote the
the τ -visible MCE algorithm [13] by τ -RMCE and ours by τ -
R+MCE. All algorithms are implemented in C++ and tested on a
MacBook Pro with 16GB memory and Intel Core i7 2.6GHz CPU
64. We evaluated both effectiveness (in terms of summary size)
and efficiency (in terms of first-result time, total running time
and total memory requirement) with τ varying from 0.5 to 0.9.
τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE were implemented with three types of
bounds (truss bound (T), core bound (C), H bound (H)) as well as
three vertex orders (truss order (U), degeneracy order (I), random
order (R)). All results were reported by an average of five runs.
Datasets We use eight real-world datasets from different
domains with various data properties to evaluate the algorithms.
Details are shown in Table 2. For each dataset, we provide
the total number of maximal cliques in the last column, and
we denote by |V | the number of vertices, by |E| the num-
ber of edges and by Cliques the total number of maximal
cliques as reference. The 5th and 6th column denotes the frac-
tion summary size/total number of maximal cliques for
τ -RMCE-TU and τ -R+MCE-TU with the best configuration
(Truss bound (T) and Truss order (U)) respectively. The percentage
before and after / is the value at τ = 0.5 and τ = 0.9 respectively.
For example, for soc-Epinions1 at the 5th column, 18.1%/77.9%
means that the sizes of summaries produced by τ -RMCE occupy
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Fig. 1: Summary size of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with τ varied from 0.5 to 0.9, T bound and U order as default
18.1% and 77.9% of the total number of maximal cliques at
τ = 0.5 and τ = 0.9.
All datasets used in this paper can be found in Stanford Large
Network Dataset Collection1.
6.1 Effectiveness
To evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm, we compare the
size of the summaries generated by τ -RMCE and τ -R+MCE
in Section 6.1.1 (both with T bound and U order as default).
To see to what extent our proposed truss bound and truss order
benefit effectiveness, we implemented τ -RMCE and τ -R+MCE
with three orders (U, I, R, bound T as default) in Section 6.1.2, and
with three bounds (T, C, H, order U as default) in Section 6.1.3.
6.1.1 Summary size
We implemented τ -RMCE and τ -R+MCE with the best configu-
rations using truss bound and truss order, which are denoted by τ -
RMCE-TU and τ -R+MCE-TU respectively. The results are shown
in Fig. 1. We see that τ -R+MCE-TU consistently outperforms τ -
RMCE-TU on all datasets with all the τ values.
When τ = 0.9, τ -R+MCE-TU significantly reduces more
than 50% output cliques vs. τ -RMCE-TU on all datasets, two of
which (Fig. 1g, 1h) achieve 70%, and two of which (Fig. 1d, 1f)
even achieve more than 80%. When τ decreases, the difference
is more dramatic, i.e., the percentage of reduction monotonically
increases. At τ = 0.5, the reduction for all datasets is more than
70%, two of which (Fig. 1a, 1b) reach 85%, and four of which
(Fig. 1d, 1f, 1g, 1h) reach 90% to reduce the summary size by
more than one order of magnitude. This monotonic increasing
trend implies that the performance of τ -R+MCE-TU performs
more significantly than τ -RMCE-TU along with τ decreasing.
This is because for a small threshold, τ -RMCE includes more
unnecessary cliques whose visibilities are greater than τ into the
summary with high probabilities, which confirms our intuition
in Section 3 that sopt(r) should be set to 0 for r ∈ [τ, 1].
Another reason is that for a clique C whose visibility is close
to 0, s(r) forces τ -RMCE to output C immediately, while τ -
R+MCE considers the potential that C may be covered by some
1. Available at http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html
future cliques, thus more carefully outputs such a clique with
a proper probability. To show the robustness of our proposed
method, we tested the algorithms on eight real-world datasets
with different scales. The results show that τ -R+MCE achieves
relatively better performance on large graphs. For the convenience
of our discussion, now we focus on the results at τ = 0.5. We
see that among all four datasets (amazon0302, NotreDame, com-
youtube, soc-pokec) that have more than 90% reductions, three
of them (com-youtube, soc-pokec) are the top three largest graphs
among all eight datasets. This implies that our proposed method
are more capable to handle contemporary large scale graphs than
the state-of-the-art approach.
6.1.2 Effect of vertex orders
To see to what extent the performance of τ -R+MCE can be further
improved by employing a vertex order with strong locality, we
implemented τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE with three types of orders:
random order (R), degeneracy order (I) and truss order (U). The
default bound was set as truss bound (T). The results are shown in
Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows that truss order consistently outperforms de-
generacy order and random order for both τ -R+MCE and τ -
RMCE, while generally degeneracy order is superior to random
order except four exceptions (for τ -R+MCE: loc-Gowalla at
τ = 0.8 and com-dblp at τ = 0.5, 0.6; for τ -RMCE: com-
dblp at τ = 0.5). Now we focus our discussion on τ -R+MCE.
Generally τ -R+MCE-TI reduces 10% ∼ 20% output size vs.
τ -R+MCE-TR for all τ values on 7 out of 8 datasets (except
web-NotreDame), which is not significant especially when there
exist exceptions. However, the reduction for τ -R+MCE-TU vs.
τ -R+MCE-TI is much dramatic: at τ = 0.5, the reduction
percentage varies from 33% (com-youtube) to 83% (soc-pokec),
and 5 out of 8 achieve more than 50% (except soc-Epinions1,
amazon0103, soc-pokec). This confirms our assumption that the
effectiveness of τ -R+MCE can be further improved by properly
reordering vertices. The newly designed truss order significantly
outperforms the degeneracy order by a large margin due to strong
locality provided by the cohesiveness of k-truss.
9TABLE 2: Statistics of datasets
Name |V | |E| Cliques τ -RMCE-TU [τ = 0.5/0.9] τ -R+MCE-TU [τ = 0.5/0.9]
soc-Epinions1 75,879 508,837 1,775,065 18.1% / 77.9% 2.5% / 31.3%
loc-Gowalla 196,591 950,327 960,916 33.9% / 85.3% 3.9% / 30.3%
amazon0302 262,111 1,234,877 403,360 68.8% / 95.6% 15.8% / 37.8%
email-EuAll 265,214 420,045 377,750 71.3% / 93.6% 3.7% / 14.0%
com-dblp 317,080 1,049,866 257,552 72.6% / 96.0% 16.8% / 46.2%
NotreDame 325,729 1,497,134 495,947 69.2% / 93.7% 5.1% / 17.0%
com-youtube 1,134,890 2,987,624 3,265,951 62.8% / 93.8% 6.0% / 23.5%
soc-pokec 1,632,803 30,622,564 19,376,873 61.1% / 93.3% 6.0% / 27.3%
(a) soc-Epinions1 (b) loc-Gowalla (c) amazon0302 (d) email-EuAll
(e) com-dblp (f) web-NotreDame (g) com-youtube (h) soc-pokec
Fig. 2: Summary size of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with different orders, τ varies from 0.5 to 0.9, T bound as default
6.1.3 Effect of bounds
To see to what extent the effectiveness of τ -R+MCE can be
further improved by employing a tight bound, we implemented
τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE with three different bounds: H bound
(H), core bound (C) and truss bound (T). Truss order (U) was set
to be the default. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
We see that for both τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE, the perfor-
mance of effectiveness consistently follows this order: T outper-
forms C, and C outperforms H. When we focus on τ -R+MCE,
results show that τ -R+MCE-CU reduces the summary size vs. τ -
R+MCE-HU by less than 10% for all τ values on all datasets.
However, the reduction between τ -R+MCE-TU and τ -R+MCE-
CU ranges from 21% to 43%. At τ = 0.5, the percentage
achieves more than 30% for 5 out of 8 datasets (except email-
EuAll, web-NotreDame, com-youtube). Fig. 3 confirms the fact
that the effectiveness of τ -R+MCE can be further improved by
employing tight bounds. Although the extent of benefit brought
by good bounds is inferior to that brought by vertex orders with
strong locality, our proposed truss bound still surpasses the state-
of-the-art core bound by a significant margin.
6.2 Efficiency
While our main concern in this paper is the output size, the
efficiency of τ -RMCE and τ -R+MCE (with three types of bounds
and orders) is also reported. To provide a fuller discussion of the
efficiency, we plotted both the total running time and the memory
requirement.
TABLE 3: First-Result Time (s) at τ = 0.9
Name τ -RMCE-TU τ -R+MCE-TU
soc-Epinions1 0.62 0.61
loc-Gowalla 8.55 8.55
amazon0302 0.21 0.21
email-EuAll 1.22 1.20
com-dblp 0.48 0.47
NotreDame 5.97 5.97
com-youtube 12.33 12.32
soc-pokec 40.11 39.57
6.2.1 Running time
We compare the total running time of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE
with default setting of U and T. Results show that τ -R+MCE
consistently surpasses τ -RMCE on eight datasets for all the τ
values. When τ = 0.9, the time reduction is more than 20% for
all datasets, among which three datasets (soc-Epinions1, email-
EuAll, com-youtube) achieve 30%. When τ = 0.5, this percentage
exceeds 35% for all datasets, and four of them (soc-Epinions1,
amazon0302, email-EuAll, com-youtube) achieve more than 40%.
To get a full understanding of why our proposed method
benefits efficiency (although our initial purpose is to target the
effectiveness), we recorded the first-result time, that is, the dura-
tion from the beginning to the first maximal clique being included
into summary. We found that the result varies very little for
different bounds and vertex orders. Thus we use Table 3 to briefly
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Fig. 3: Summary size of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with different bounds, τ varies from 0.5 to 0.9, U order as default
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Fig. 4: Running time of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets, τ varies from 0.5 to 0.9, T bound and U order as default
summarize the results (T and U are set as default, τ = 0.9). The
first-result time takes up only a very small proportion (less than
7%) of the total running time, and this holds for both τ -R+MCE
and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with all the τ values. The fact is
that most of the running time (more than 93%) is consumed by the
enumeration procedure, which implies that the benefited efficiency
of τ -R+MCE comes from the early pruning power that speeds up
the enumeration recursion. The search tree of τ -R+MCE does not
have to explore as deep as τ -RMCE does to finally determine
whether to discard a candidate clique, thus less time is wasted on
growing cliques that would result in redundancy.
6.2.2 Efficiency of orders
To test the efficiency of three types of vertex orders, we implement
τ -RMCE and τ -R+MCE with orders U, I and R. The default
bound is set to T. We recorded both the total running time and
memory requirement for all experiments. The details are shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Running time: Fig. 5 shows that the results of τ -R+MCE
and τ -RMCE are very similar on each dataset, hence we focus
on orange curves of τ -R+MCE. We see that τ -R+MCE-TU
shows the best performance on four out of eight datasets (soc-
Epinions1 (18% ∼ 29%), amazon0302 (5% ∼ 7%), email-
EuAll (8% ∼ 23%), com-yotube (15% ∼ 40%), where the
percentages in parentheses are the range of reductions vs. τ -
R+MCE-TI). It shows similar performances as τ -R+MCE-TI on
three datasets (com-dblp, web-NotreDame, soc-pokec) since the
two lines coincide with each other. τ -R+MCE-TU shows the
worst performance on a special dataset loc-Gowalla because of
its small degeneracy. This result implies that benefited from its
summarization effectiveness, τ -R+MCE-TU shows a comparable
or even better performance than the state-of-the-art order on a
variety of real-world datasets. However, degeneracy order is still
the best choice for graphs with small degeneracies that this order
is initially designed for.
Memory requirement: Fig. 6 shows the memory requirement
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Fig. 5: Running time of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with different orders, τ varies from 0.5 to 0.9, T bound as default
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Fig. 6: Memory requirement of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with different orders, τ varies from 0.5 to 0.9, T bound as default
for different orders. We see that the truss order U consistently
outperforms the other two for both τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE.
The memory reduction of τ -R+MCE-TU vs. τ -R+MCE-TI varies
little when τ changes. The reduction is more than 10% for all
eight datasets, with two of which (email-EuAll, com-youtube) even
achieving 30%. The results of memory cost are much similar to the
output size. This is because the memory requirement highly relies
on the depth of recursion: more number of deep branches result
in higher memory consumption. The strong locality thus early
pruning power of τ -R+MCE-TU prevents some of the redundant
branches from growing unnecessarily deep, hence the memory
requirement can be reduced significantly, which has the same
reason why the output summary size is reduced.
6.2.3 Efficiency of bounds
We test the efficiency of different bounds (T, C, H) with default
vertex order U. Both the total running time (Fig. 7) and memory
requirement (Fig. 8) are recorded.
Running time: Fig. 7 shows that for both τ -R+MCE and τ -
RMCE, H bound is the fastest choice on five out of eight datasets
(except for soc-Epinions1, amazon0302, email-EuAll). U bound
runs most slowly on seven out of eight datasets (except for soc-
Epinions1). However, we still notice that the time differences
between τ -R+MCE-TU and τ -R+MCE-CU are narrowed with
τ decreasing for all datasets. This is consistent with Fig. 3: since
the summary reduction increases with τ decreasing, the benefit of
early pruning gradually offsets the cost of bound calculation. This
explains why τ -R+MCE-TU shows the best performance when
τ ≤ 0.7.
Memory requirement: As we explained in Section 6.2.2, the
result of memory requirement is similar to that of output size.
The performance of three bounds for both τ -R+MCE and τ -
RMCE are quite clear: U is better than C, and C is better than
H. When we focus on τ -R+MCE, we see that the memory reduc-
tion of τ -R+MCE-TU vs. τ -R+MCE-CU is more than 10% on
eight datasets, among which three datasets (soc-Epinions1, com-
youtube, soc-pokec) even achieves 25%. This reduction is mainly
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Fig. 7: Running time of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with different bounds, τ varies from 0.5 to 0.9, U order as default
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Fig. 8: Memory requirement of τ -R+MCE and τ -RMCE on eight datasets with different bounds, τ varies from 0.5 to 0.9, U order as default
caused by the fact that a tight bound thus early pruning helps
to avoid redundant search branches from growing unnecessarily
deep, which shows the superiority of the truss bound.
6.3 Summary
After a full discussion of all experiments, we can now answer the
three questions at the beginning of Section 6:
(1) τ -R+MCE consistently outperforms τ -RMCE for both
effectiveness and efficiency on all datasets with all the τ values.
The output reduction can be up to one order of magnitude, and
time reduction is more than 35% at τ = 0.5. τ -R+MCE achieves
relatively better performance on large graphs than τ -RMCE.
(2) When implemented with τ -R+MCE, the truss order re-
duces up to 83% output size vs. the state-of-the-art degeneracy
order at τ = 0.5, and this reduction of truss bound vs. core bound
can be up to 43%. The boost of vertex order is more significant
than that of bounds.
(3) The running time of truss order implemented with τ -
R+MCE has comparable or even better performance than the
degeneracy order except when implemented on small degeneracy
graphs. The memory requirement of truss order consistently shows
the best performance, of which the reduction vs. degeneracy order
is more than 10%. Although the running time of truss bound is
surpassed by core bound and H bound, the difference is narrowed
with τ decreasing. The memory requirement of truss bound still
shows the best performance, which achieves more than 10%
reduction vs. core bound.
7 RELATED WORK
The number of maximal cliques in an undirected graph is proved
to be exponential [16]. Bron and Kerbosch [15], Akkoyunlu et
al. [20] introduced backtracking algorithms to enumerate all max-
imal cliques in a graph. There are sufficient studies focusing on the
efficiency of MCE. To effectively reduce the search space, pruning
strategies were introduced in [6], [7], [21] by selecting good
pivots. The key idea is to avoid searching in some unnecessary
branches which leads to duplicated results. Degeneracy vertex
13
ordering was introduced by [12] to bound the time complexity
because with the degeneracy order the size of candidate set T
in the first recursion level can be bounded by the degeneracy,
thus all the candidate set at all depths of the search tree can be
bounded. Pivot selection strategies were studied by [10], [11] to
optimize the algorithms. Naude´ [11] relaxed the restriction of
pivot selection while keeping the time complexity unchanged.
Segundo et al. [10] improved the practical performance of the
algorithm by avoiding too much time consumed by selecting the
pivot. With distributed computing paradigms, scalable and parallel
algorithms were designed for MCE in [8], [9], [22], [23]. Schmidt
et al. [8] decomposed the search tree to enable parallelization.
Xu et al. [9] proposed a distributed MCE algorithm based on a
share-nothing architecture. Blanusˇa et al. [22] developed a scalable
parallel implementation by using hash-join-based set-intersection
algorithms within MCE. Das et al. [23] designed shared-memory
parallel algorithms both for MCE and for maintaining the set of
all maximal cliques on a dynamic graph. The I/O performance
of MCE in massive networks was improved by [24], [25]. The
external-memory algorithm for MCE was first introduced by [24]
to bound the memory consumption. A partition-based MCE al-
gorithm is designed by [25] to reduce the memory used for
processing large graphs. The maximal spatial clique enumeration
was studied by [26], in which some geometric properties were
used to enhance the enumeration efficiency. Dynamic maximal
clique enumeration was studied in [27]–[29], in which the graph
structure can evolve mildly. All the three works considered the
dynamic cases where edges can be added or deleted. When consid-
ering an uncertain graph, which is a nondeterministic distribution
on a set of deterministic graphs, the uncertain version of MCE
was designed by [30], [31]. Mukherjee et al. [31] designed an
algorithm to enumerate all α-maximal cliques in an uncertain
graph. The size of an uncertain graph can be reduced by core-
based algorithms proposed by [30]. The top-k maximal clique
finding problem was also studied by [32] on uncertain graphs.
While these efficient approaches reduced the running time of
MCE, the bottleneck in applications is the large output size, which
is our main focus.
There exist a large volume of works [33]–[37] studying the
maximum clique problem, which aimed to find a maximal clique
with the largest size. An approximate coloring technique was
employed by [33] to bound the maximum clique size, which
was further improved by [34] and [35]. Lu et al. [36] proposed
a randomized algorithm with a binary search technique to find the
maximum clique in massive graphs, while the work [37] studied
this problem over sparse graphs by transforming the maximum
clique in sparse graphs to the k-clique over dense subgraphs.
Although the concept of maximum clique is closely related to
the maximal clique, the MCE and maximum clique finding are
two distinguishable problems and there is no need to employ
a summary to summarize the output of this problem since the
number of maximum cliques is typically small.
Summarizing has also been studied for frequent pattern min-
ing [38]–[40]. Afrati et al. [38] studied how to find at most k
patterns to span a collection of patterns which is an approximation
of the original pattern sets. Yan et al. [39] proposed a profile-based
approach to summarize all frequent patterns by k representives.
The pattern redundancy was introduced by [40], which studied
how to extract redundancy-aware and top-k significant patterns.
While cliques share great similarity with frequent patterns, these
algorithms cannot be used to summarize maximal cliques effi-
ciently due to their offline nature. There are some studies focusing
on online algorithms to do summarizing. Saha et al. [41] and
Ausiello et al. [42] studied how to find diversified k sets to
represent all sets with a streaming approach, based on which [43]
introduced an online algorithm to give diversified top-k maximal
cliques. In these works, k is normally small, and coverage is not
the focus.
Our work is close to the work [13] which introduced the τ -
visible summary of maximal cliques. Other than giving a better
sampling function in the earlier version [44], we further discuss
the optimality conditions and propose to approach the optimal by
introducing the novel truss vertex order and truss bound.
8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have studied how to report a summary of less
overlapping maximal cliques during the online maximal clique
enumeration process. We have proposed so far the best sam-
pling strategy, which can guarantee that the summary expectedly
represents all the maximal cliques while keeping the summary
sufficiently concise, i.e., each maximal clique can be expectedly
covered by at least one maximal clique in the summary with a ratio
of at least τ (τ is given by a user and reflects the user’s tolerance of
overlap). We have proved the optimality of this sampling approach
under two conditions (ideal bound estimation and sufficiently
strong locality), and proposed the novel truss order as well as the
truss bound to approach the optimal. Experimental studies have
shown that the new strategy can outperform the state-of-the-art
approach in both effectiveness and efficiency on eight real-world
datasets. Future work could be conducted towards approaching the
optimal conditions further. It would also be interesting to solve
the problem in parallel considering maximal clique enumeration
is expensive on large graphs.
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